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Since 1 July 2004, the Tourist Guide Accreditation System
has been in place. Here are ten frequently asked questions,

which should help readers gain a better understanding of the
System and its implementation:

1. What are the requirements for applying for a Tourist
Guide Pass?
Applicants for the Pass must obtain a certificate recognised
by the TIC and fulfi l other application requirements. For
details, please visit the “Tourist Guide” section of the TIC
website at www.tichk.org.

2. Is the TIC the only organiser of the In-Service Tour Guide
Training Course?
The TIC is one of a number of training institutions organising
the course, which is subsidised under the Skills Upgrad-
ing Scheme set up by the Education and Manpower Bureau.
If you wish to enrol on the course organised by the TIC,
please browse the “Course Information” section of its website.

3. I have been a tourist guide for over ten years. Can I
apply for a Tourist Guide Pass without taking any training
course?
To ensure quality service, all tourist guides are required
to receive training and pass the relevant examinations before
they are issued with the Pass. Therefore, veteran tourist
guides also have to obtain a TIC-recognised certificate.

4. I can understand spoken Chinese and English but have
difficulty reading and writing the two languages. Can I
take the written and practical examinations of the In-
Service Tour Guide Training Course in other languages?
The designated languages for the examinations of the In-Ser-
vice Tour Guide Course are Chinese and English. As such, if you
wish to take the examinations in other languages, you will have
to pay extra translation and administration fees. Since the addi-
tional fees charged by different training institutions may vary,
you should contact individual institutions for the details.

5. I am a part-time tourist guide, and the travel agent I
have worked for has recently closed, leaving me un-
able to provide any proof of work experience. How then
can I apply for a Tourist Guide Pass?
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In your case, if you can provide a certificate showing that you
have Secondary 5 education level or above, it may be used as
a substitute for proof of work experience. If you were also
employed by other travel agents, you may ask them to certify
that you have at least one year’s experience in tour guiding.

6. I have just completed Form 5 and want to become a
tourist guide. How can I obtain a Tourist Guide Pass?
You can take the Pre-Service Tourist Guide Training Course
to be launched by the TIC soon. The course lasts 189
hours and will be organised by seven training institutions
under TIC supervision. After completing the course, you
will have to pass the examinations organised by the TIC in
order to apply for a Tourist Guide Pass.

7. Is it necessary to declare criminal records when ap-
plying for a Tourist Guide Pass?
Applicants for the Pass must declare whether they have been
convicted of an offence other than a traffic offence. If they have
been convicted, their applications will be referred to the Tourist
Guide Deliberation Committee for consideration.

8. My application for the Tourist Guide Pass has been rejected.
Can I lodge an appeal?
You may appeal to the TIC’s Appeal Board. At each of its meeting,
there must at least be five members, three of whom are inde-
pendent members appointed by the Financial Secretary and two
are trade members. Decisions of the Board are final.

9. How are complaints against tourist guides handled? Is
there any disciplinary mechanism?
The TIC will conduct investigation when a complaint is received.
The case wil l be referred to the Tourist Guide Delibera-
tion Committee if there is evidence that the guide con-
cerned is suspected of misconduct or having breached
the Code of Conduct for Tourist Guides. If the case is
substantiated, various kinds of disciplinary action may be
taken, which include suspension, revocation or non-renewal
of the Tourist Guide Pass, or the issuance of a warning.

10. How can the TIC make sure that all tourist guides re-
ceiving inbound tours have the Tourist Guide Pass?
The TIC now conducts regular spot checks at various attractions.
If any tourist guides are found not wearing the Pass, the
TIC will write to their travel agents to ask for information
about them. If the guides concerned are Pass holders, their
agents will be told to remind them to wear their Pass while
on duty. If the guides have not yet obtained any recognised
certificate, a warning letter will be sent to the agents concerned.
Also, whenever an enquiry or a complaint is received, the
TIC will check whether the guide of the tour group con-
cerned has obtained the Pass. 


